"Tokyo-based bitcoin exchange Mt. Gox filed for bankruptcy last week, saying hackers had stolen the equivalent of $460 million from its online coffers. The news rocked the bitcoin world, and it could even bring down the much-hyped digital currency. "The bitcoin protocol provides an elegant solution to the problem of creating a digital currency-i.e., how to regulate its issue, defeat counterfeiting and double-spending, and ensure that it can be conveyed safely-without relying on a single authority... It represents a remarkable conceptual and technical achievement, which may well be used by existing financial institutions (which could issue their own bitcoins) or even by governments themselves. Money is an interesting construct that continues to occupy the fancy of many ranging from economists to quantum physicists. Virtual crypto-currencies enabled by global interconnectivity and 'cryptographic proof of work' represent a natural stage in the evolution of virtual global financial transactions and exchange. Bitcoin is one such crypto-currency that seems to be a 'remarkable conceptual and technical achievement' and 'an elegant solution' to creating a digital currency, regulating its issue, countering counterfeiting and double-spending, and ensuring secure transmission without relying on a single authority. Central to the interesting innovation is the cryptographic 'proof of work' that supplants trust in any third-party in enabling exchange of value. This research report is the first known attempt to specifically focus on cryptographic 'proof of work' in the context of Bitcoin and how it really works in enabling Bitcoin's innovative capabilities. It also analyzes the mystery shrouding Bitcoin's origin trying to examine if it is a cryptographic protocol, virtual currency, financial instrument, or something else. Central focus is on Bitcoin's cryptographic proof based P2P electronic payment system with focus on Bitcoin addresses and public key cryptography, transactions and ECDSA-based digital signatures, time-stamping and organizations of transactions into blocks, and mining of cryptographic proof to create the transaction block chain and enable trust. Some perspective of the multi-billion dollar 'Bitcoin economy' is also provided in the context of analysis of Bitcoin mining and cryptographic proof computing power requirements. Potential weaknesses in Bitcoin's security and encryption protocols and recently highlighted key security vulnerabilities and attacks including lack of perceived user identification anonymity are discussed.
Introduction: Virtual Currency: Beginning of the End of Real Money?
The IEEE Spectrum special report Future of Money heralding 'The Beginning of The End of Cash' chronicles growing trend of virtual currency transactions. It outlines growing use of centralized and decentralized digital cash such as Bitcoin. Beyond virtual currencies, it discusses how quantum computing developments will enable quantum money, i.e., real DOWNLOAD FULL-TEXT FROM: http://yogeshmalhotra.com/Future_of_Bitcoin.html
